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AbstracrSpread-spectrum communications, with its inherent illterferenceattenuationcapability,hasovertheyearsbecomean
increasinglypopulartechniqueforuse
inmanydifferentsysteml:.
Applications range from antijam systems, to code division multiple
access systems, to systems designed to combat multipath.
It is the
of the theory c%
intention of this paper to provide a tutorial treatment
spread-spectrumcommunications,includingadiscussion
on the
on the
properties
of commom
applications
referred
to
above,
spreadingsequences,and
on techniquesthatcanheusedfor
a(quisition and tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION
PREAD-spectrum systems have been developed
since
aboutthe mid-1950’s. The initial applications have bee1
to military antijamming tactical communications, to guidance
systems, to experimental ahtimultipath systems, and t 3
other applications [l] . A definition of spread spectrurl
that adequately reflects the characteristics of this techniqu:
is as follows:

S

“Spread spectrum is a means of transmission in which
the signal occupies a bandwidth in excess of the minimum necessary to send the information; the band spread
is accomplished by means of a code which is independent
of the data, and a synchronized reception with the code
at the receiver is used for despreading and subsequent
data recovery.”
Under this definition, standard modulation schemes such as
FM and PCM which also spread the spectrum of an information signal do not qualify as spread spectrum.
There are many reasons for spreading the spectrum, and i f
done properly, a multiplicity of benefits can accrue simultaneously: Some of these are
0
0
0
0

i
0

Antijamming
Antiinterference
Low probability of intercept
Multiple user random access communications with selective addressing capability
High resolution ranging
Accurate universal timing.
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Themeansby
which thespectnim is spread is crucial.
Several of the techniques are “direct-sequence” .moduldtion
in which a fast pseudorandomly generated sequence causes
phase transitions in the carrier containipg data, “frequency
hopping,” in which the carrier iscaused to shift frequency
in a pseudorandom way, arid “time hopping,” wherein bursts
of signalare initiated at pseudorandom times. Hybrid combinations of these techniques are frequently used.
Although the current applications for spread spectrum
continue to be primarily for military communications, there
is a growing interest in the use of this technique for mobile
radio networks (radio telephony, packet radio, and amateur
radio), tiining and positioning systems, some
specialized
applications in satellites, etc. While the use of spread spectrum
naturally means that each transmission utilizes a large amount
of spectrum, this may be compensated for by the interference
reduction capability inherent in the useof spread-spectrum
techniques, so thata considerable number of users might
share the same spectral band. There are no easyanswers to
the question of whether spread spectrum is better or worse
than conventional methods for such multiuser channels.
However, the one issue that is clear is that spread spectrum
affords an opportunity to give a desiredsignal a power advantageover
many types of interference, including most
intentional interference (i.e., jamniing). In this paper, we
confine ourselves to principles related to the design and
analysis of various important aspects of a spread-spectrum
communications system. The emphasis will be on directsequence techniques aild frequency-hopping techniques.
The major systems questions associated with the design of
a spread-spectrum system are: How is performance measured?
What kind of coded sequences areused and what are their
properties? How much jamming/interference protection is
achievable?What is the performance of any user pair in an
environment where there are many spread spectrum users
(code divisionMultipleaccessj? To what extent does spread
spectrum reduce the effects of multipath? How is the relative
timing of the transmitter-receiver codes established (acquisition) and retained (tracking)?
It is the aim of this tutorial paper to answer some of these
questions succinctly, and in the process, offer some insights
into this important communications technique. A gldssafy of
the symbols used is provided at the end of the paper.

11. SPREADING AND DiMENSIONALITYPROCESSING GAIN
A fundamental issue in spread spectrum is how this
technique affords protection against interfering signals with
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finite power. The underlying principle is that of distributing
a relatively low dimensional (defined below) data signal in a
high dimensional environment so that a jammer with a fixed
amount of total power (intent on maximum disruption of
communications) is obliged to either spread that fixed power
over,all the coordinates, thereby inducing just a little iriterference in each coordinate, or else place all of the power into
a small subspace, leaving the remainder of the space interference free.
A brief discussion of a classical problem of signal detection
in noise should clarify the emphasis on finite interference
power. The “standard” problem of digital transmission,in the
presence of thermal noise is one where both transmitter and
receiver know the set of M signaling waveforms{Si(t), 0 Q t <
T; 1 < i bM}. The transmitter selects one of the waveforms
every T seconds to provide a data rate of log2M/T bitsis. If,
for example, S,(t) is sent, the receiver observes r(t) = S,(t) +
n,(t) over [0, TI where n,(t) is additive, white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) with (two-sided) power spectral density q 0 / 2
W/Hz.
It iswell known [ 3 ] that the signal set can be completely
specified by a linear combination of no more than D < M
orthonormal basis functions (seebelow), and that although
the white noise, similarly expanded, requires an infinite
number of terms, only those within the signalspaceare
“relevant” [ 3 ] : We say thatthe signal set defined aboveis
D-dimensional if the minimum number of orthonormal basis
functions required to define all the signalsis D.D can be
shown to be [ 3 ] approximately 2BDT where BD is the total
(approximate) baildwidth occupancy of the signal set. The
optimum (minimum probability of error) detector in AWGN
consists of a bank of correlators or filters matched to each
signal, and the decision as to which was thetransmitted
signal corresponds to the largest output of the correlators.
Given a specific signaldesign, the performance of such a
system is well known to be a function only of the ratio of the
energy per bit to the noise spectral density. Hence, against
white noise (which has infinite power and constant energy
in every direction), the use of spreading (large 2BDT) offers
no help. The situation is quite different, however, when the
“noise” is a jammer with a fixed finite power. In this case,
theeffect
of spreading the signal bandwidth so that the
jammer is tmcertain as to where in the large space the components are is often to force the jammer to distribute its finite
power over many different coordiqates of the signal space.
Since the desired signalcanbe “collapsed” by correlating
the signal at the receiver withthe known code,the desired
signal is protected against a jammer in the sense that it has
an effective power advantage relative to the jammer. This
power advantage is oftenproportional to the ratio of the
dimensionality of the space of code sequences to that of the
data signal. It is necessary, of course, to “hide” the pattern
by which thedata are spread. This is usually done
a
pseudonoise (PN) sequence which has desired randomness
properties and which isavailable to the cooperating transmitter and receiver, but denied to other undesirable users
of the common spectrum.
A general model which conveys these ideas, but which
‘ h t h

uses random (rather than pseuodrandom) sequences, is as
follows. Suppose we consider transmission by meansof D
equiprobable and equienergy orthogonal signalsimbedlded
in an n-dimensional space so that

where

and where {&(t); 1 f k G n } is an orthonormal basis spanning
the space, i.e.,

The average energy of each signal is

(the overbar is the expected value over the ensemble).
In order to hide this D-dimensional signal set in the larger
n-dimensional space, choose the sequence of coefficients
Sik independently (say, by flipping a fair coin if a binary
alphabet isused) such that they have zero mean and correlation
l<iGD.
Thus, the signals, which are also assumed to be known to the
receiver(i.e., we assume the receiver had been supplied the
sequences Sik before transmission) but denied to the jammer,
have their respectiveenergies uniformly distributed over the
n basis directions as far as the jammer is concerned.
Consider next ajammer

x
n

J(t) =

Jk@k(t);

0 <t b T

(3)

k= 1

with total energy
rT

I,

n

2

J 2 ( t ) d t = k = 1 Jk2 4 EJ

which is added to the signal with the intent to disrupt c.ommunications. Assume that the jammer’s signal is independent
of the desired signal.Oneof
the jammer’s objectives is to
devise a strategy for selecting the components Jk2 of his
f=ed total energy EJ so as to minimize the postprocessing
signal-to-noiseratio (SNR) at the receiver.
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The received signal

r(t) = S,(t)

+J ( t )

(5)

iscorrelated with the (known)signals so that the output of
the ith correlatoris

Hence,
(’ 7)
k= 1

since the second term averages to zero. Then, since the signlls
are equiprobable,

signals S,(t) and BD is the minimum bandwidth that would be
required to send the information if we did not need to imbed
it in the larger bandwidth for protection.
A simple illustration of these ideas using random binary
sequenceswillbeused
to bring out someof these points.
Consider the transmission of a single bit +&IT
with energy
E , of duration T seconds. This signal is one-dimensional.
As
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, thetransmitter multiplies thedata
bit @(t) by a binary +1 “chipping”sequence p ( t ) chosen
randomly at rate f, chips/s for a total of f c T chips/bit. The
dimensionalityof the signal d(t)p’(t) is then n = f,T. The
received signal is

r(t) = d(t)p(t) + J(t),

var

Is i ) =

x

3[

r(t)p(t)dt

and makes a decision as to whether ? a f T was sent depending upon U 2 0. The integrand can be expandedas

J~J~SS

k. I

E,
n

=- EJ

and
E,
var Ui = -EJ.
nD

A measure
of
performance
is
defined as

(13)

ignoring, for the time being, thermal noise.
The receiver, as shown in Fig.
1, performs the correlation

U&
Similarly, using (1) and (2),

0 <t < T ,

the signal-to-noise ratio

andhence thedatabit
appears in the presenceof a codemodulated jammer.
If, for example, J(t) is additive white Gaussian noise with
power spectral density l ) O J / 2 (two-sided), so is J(t) p ( t ) ,
and U is thena Gaussianrandom
variable. Since d(t) =
+-IT,
the conditional mean and variance of
U, assuming
that *&/T
is transmitted, isgiven by E , and Eb(r]o~ / 2 ) ,
respectively, and the probability of error is [3] Q(~-J)
where Q(x) b JF ( 1 / 6 ) e - Y 2 / ” d y . Againstwhitenoise of
unlimited power, spread spectrum serves no useful purpose,
and the probability of error is Q(d-)regardless
of the
modulationbythe
codesequence.Whitenoiseoccupiesall
dimensions with power l)oJ/2. The situation is different,
however, if the jammer power is limited. Then, not having
access to the random sequence p(t), the jammer with available
energy EJ (power EJ/T) can dobetterthan
to apply this
energy to onedimension. For example, if J ( t ) = &/T,
0 < t < T, then the receiver output is

This result is independent of the way thatthejammcr
distributes his energy, i.e., regardlessof how Jk ischosen
subject to the constraint that CkJk’ = E J , the postprocessirg
SNR (1 1) gives the signalanadvantageof
n/D over tk e
jammer. This factor n/D is the processinggain and it is exactly
equal to the ratio of the ‘dimensionality of the possible sign:d
space(and therefore the space in which thejammer must
seek to operate) to the dimensions needed to actually transm.t
the signals.Using the result thatthe (approximate) dimell- where the Xi’s are i.i.d.’ random variables with P(Xi = + 1) =
sionality of a signal of duration T and of approximate band- P(Xi = -1) = $. The signal-to-noiseratio (SNR) is
width BD is ~ B D Twe
, see the processing gain can be written
as
E2(u>
Eb
=n.
(1 7)
var (U) EJ
.

-

(12)

where Bss is the bandwidth in hertz of the (spread-spectrurr)

Thus, the SNR may be increased by increasing n , the process1 Independent identically distributed.
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Fig. 1. Direct-sequence spread-spectrum system for transmitting
a
single binary digit (baseband).

and [x] is defined as the integer portion of X . The partial
binomial sum on the right-hand sideof (18) may be upper
bounded [2] by

Pe<- 1
2"

(

)ye)

1

OLn

;

1-a

;<a<1

or

pe<2-"[l-H(")l;

1. < a < 1

1:

2

19 )

where H(a) & --a log2 a - (1 - a)log, (1 - a) is the binary
entropy function. Therefore, for any CY > (or E , f 0), P,
may be made vhishjngly small by increasing n , the processing
gain. (The same result is valid even if the jammer uses a chip
pattern other than the constant, all-ones used in the example
above.) As
example, if EJ = 9Eb uammer energy 9.5 dB
larger th& that of the data), then a = 213 and Pe< 2 -0.0'35n
If y = 200 (23 dB processing gain),P, < 7.6 X low6.
An approximation to the same result may be obtained
by utilizing a central limit type of argument that says, for
large n , U in (16) may be treated as if it were Gaussian. Then

3

Fig. 2. Data bit and chipping sequence.

ing gain, and it has the form of (1 1). As a further indication of
this parameter, we may compute the probability Pe that the
bit is in error from (16). Assuming that a "&us7' is transmitted, we have

P, = P(U> 0)
=P(2"

> an)

P, = P ( U < a ) s Q ( E n )

Eb

->l
EJ
where
1 "

zn

02

i=l

(1 +- xi) is a Bernoulli random variable with

n
n
mean - q d variance -->
2
4

and, if Eb/EJ = -9.5 dB and n = 200 (23 dB), Pe s
Q(m)
1.5 X 10- 6. The processinggaincanbe,seen
to be a multiplier of the "signal-to-jamming" ratio Eb/EJ.
A more traditional way of describing the .processing gain,
which brings in the relative bandwidth of thedata signal
and that of the spread-spectrum modulation, is to examine
the power spectrum of an infinite sequence of data, modulated
by the rapidly varying random sequence. The spectrum of
the random data sequence with rate R = 1/T bitsls isgiven
by

S , u , = T ( = sin
) nfT
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Fig. 3.
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Power spectrum of data and of spread signal.

and that of the spreading sequence [and also that of thr:
product d(t) p (t)]is given by

quency slots (e.g., one slot) being jammed causingan unacceptable error rate (i.e.,evenif
the jammer wipes out a
few of the code symbols, depending upon the error-correction
capability of thecode,thedata
may still berecovered).
Interleaving has the effect of randomizing the errors due to
the jammer. Finally, an analogous situation occurs in direct
sequence spreading when a pulse jammer is present.
In the design of a practical system, the processing gain
G p is not, by itself, a measure ofhow well the system is
capable of performing in a jamming environment. For this
purpose, we usually introduce the jamming margin in decibels
defined as

Both are sketched in Fig. 3. It isclear that if the receive..
multiplies the receivedsignal d(t)p(t) + J(t) by p ( t ) givinl:
d(t) + J(t)p(t), the first term may be extracted virtuallJ.
intact with a filter of bandwidth 1/T BD Hz. The seconc.
term willbe spreadover at least f, Hzas shown inFig. 3
The fraction of power due to the jammer whichcanpas::
through the filter is then roughly I/f,T. Thus, the data have
a power advantage of n = f,T, the processing gain. As in (12)
the processing gain is frequently expressed as the ratio of thc
bandwidth of the spread-spectrum waveform to that of thc This is the residual advantage that the system has against a
data, i.e.,
jammer after we subtract
both
the
minimum required
energy/bit-to-jamming “noise” power spectral density ratio
Bss
GP -Li - = f C T = n .
(Eb/qo~
) and~ implementation
i
~
and other losses L. The
BD
jamming margin can be increased by reducing the (Eb/qOJ)min
through the use of coding gain.
The notion of processing gain as expressed in (23) is simply
We conclude this section by showing that regardless of the
a power improvement factor which a receiver,possessing a technique used, spectral spreading provides protection against
replica of the spreading signal,canachieve by a correlation a broad-band jammer with a finite power PJ. Consider a
operation. It must not be automatically extrapolated to system that transmits Ro bits/s designed to operate over a
anything else. For example, if weuse frequency hopping for bandwidth Bss Hz in white noise with power density qo W/Hz.
spread spectrum employing one of N frequencies every TH For any bit rate R ,
seconds, thetotal bandwidth must be approximately N/TH
(since keeping the frequencies orthogonal requires frequency
Spacing 1 / T H ) .Then, according to (1 2), G, = (N/TH)/BD.
Nowifwe
transmit 1 bit/hop, THBD
1 and Gp = N , the
number of frequencies used. If N = 100, G , = 20 dB, which
where
seems fairly good. But a single spot frequency jammer can
cause an average error rate of about
which is not
P, 2 E d ? = signal power
acceptable. (A more detailed analysis follows in Section IV
PN 2 Q ~ B ,=, noise power.
below.) This effectiveness of “partial band jamming” can be
reduced by the use of coding and interleaving. Coding
typically precludes the possibility of a small number of fre- Then for a specified (Eb/qO)min necessary to achieve mini-
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mum acceptable performance,

properties 1) and 3), most of property 2 ) , but not property

4). One canonical form of a binary LFSR known as a simple

If a jammer with power PJ now appears, and if we are
already transmittingatthe
maximum rate R o , then (25)
becomes

shift register generator (SSRG) is shown in Fig. 4. The shift
register consists of binary storage elements (boxes) which
transfer their contents to the right after each clock pulse (not
shown). The contents of the register are linearly combined
with the binary (0, 1) coefficients ak and are fed back to the
first stage. The binary (code) sequence C, then clearly satisfies
the recursion

The periodic cycle of thestates depends on the initial
state and on the coefficients (feedback taps) ak. For example,
the four-stage LFSR generator shown in Fig. 5 has four
or
possiblecycles as shown. The all-zeros is always a cycle for
any LFSR. For spread.spectrum, we are looking for macimal
length cycles, that is, cycles of period 2‘ -1 (all binary r-tuples
.except all-zeros). An example is shown for a four-state register
inFig.6.Thesequenceoutputis100011110101100-~
Thus, if we wish to recover from the effects of the jammer, (period 24 - 1 = 15) if the initial contents of the register
the right-hand side of (27) should be not much less than (from right to left) are 1000. It is always possible to choose
(Eb/qo)min.
This clearly requires that we increase Bss, since the feedback coefficients so as to achieve maximal length,
as will be discussedbelow.
for any finite P J , it is then possible to make thefactor
If we do have a maximal length sequence, then this seqo/(qo + PJ/B,,) approach unity, and thereby retain the perquence willhave the following pseudorandomness properties
formance we had before the jammer appeared.
~41.
111. PSEUDORANDOM SEQUENCEGENERATORS
1) There is an approximate balance of zeros and ones
(
2
r
- 1 ones and 2
1 zeros).
In Section 11, we examined how a purely random sequence
2)
In
any
period,
half
of the runs of consecutive zeros
can be used to spread the signal spectrum. Unfortunately, in
or
ones
are
of
length
one,
one-fourth are of length two,
order to despread the signal, the receiver needs a replica of
one-eighth
are
of
length
three,
etc.
thetransmitted sequence (in almost perfect time synchro3)
If
we
define
the
k1
sequence
C,’= 1 - 2C,,’ IC, =
nism). In practice, therefore, we generate pseudorandom or
0,
1,
then
the
autocorrelation
function
R,’(r) p 1/L
pseudonoise (PN) sequences so that the following properties
E
,
&
C
i
C;+
is
given
by
are satisfied. They
1)
2)
3)
4)

areeasy to generate
have randomness properties
have long periods
are difficult to reconstructfromashort

r = 0, L, 2L

segment.

Linear feedback shift register (LFSR) sequences [4] possess

...

where L = 2‘ - 1. If the code waveform p ( t ) is the ‘‘squarewave” equivalent of the sequences C,‘,if L % 1, and if we
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Fig. 6.

Four-stage maximt.1 length LFSR and its state cycles.

and if C i is an MLLFSR f 1 sequence, so is C i ck+T', r f 0.
Thus, there are 2'-' 1's and (2r-1 - 1) -1's in the product
and (29) follows. The autocorrelation function is shown in
Fig. 7(a).
Property 3) is a most important one for spread spectrum
since the autocorrelation function of the code sequence
waveform p ( t ) determines thespectrum. Note that because
p ( t ) is pseudorandom, it is periodic with period (2'--1)*
l / f c , and hence so is Rp(7). The spectrum shown in Fig. 7(b)
is therefore the line spectrum

define

I 0;

otherwise

then

Equation (29), and therefore (30), follow directly from tlte
"shift-and-add" property of maximal length (ML) LFSR
sequences. This property is that the chip-by-chip sum of an
MLLFSR sequence c k and any shift of itself ck+7,T f 0
is the same sequence (except for some shift). This folloirs
directly from (28), since

m#O

1

+2W )
L

L

(cn+ cn+r) =

ak(Cn- k

+ cn+r-

k)

(mod 2).

(3 :.)

where

k= 1

The shift-and-add sequence C,,+ e,,+? isseen to satisly
the same recursion as C,,,and if the coefficients ak yie: d
maximal length, then it must be the same sequence regardless
of the initial (nonzero) state. The autocorrelation properly
(29) then follows from the following isomorphism:

Therefore,

f Q = -. f c

2'-

1

If L = 2' - 1 isvery large, the spectral lines getcloser
together, and for practical purposes, the spectrum may be
viewedas being continuous and similar to that of a purely
random binary waveform as shown inFig. 3. A different,
but commonly used implementation of a linear feedback shift
register is the modular shift register generator (MSRG) shown
in Fig. 8. Additional details on the properties of linear feed.
back shift registers are provided in the Appendix.
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L
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11

fC

f

Fig. 7. Autocorrelation function R (7)and power spectral density of
MLLFSR sequence waveform p($. (a) Autocorrelation function of
p ( t ) . (b) Power spectral density ofp ( f ) .

Fig. 8. Implementation as a modular shift register generator (MSRG).

For spread spectrum and other secure communications
(cryptography) where one expects an adversary to attempt
to recover the code in order to penetrate the system, property 4) cited inthe beginning of this section is extremely
important.Unfortunately,
LFSR sequences donot possess
that property. Indeed, using the recursion (28) or (A8) and
observing only 2 r - 2 consecutive bitsinthe
sequence C,,
allows us to solve for the r - 2 middle coefficients and the r
initial bits in the register by linear simultaneous equations.
Thus, even if r = 100 so that the length of the sequence is
2' O 0 - 1 1: lo3', we would be able to construct the entire
sequence from198bits
by solving 198 linear equations

(mod 2), which is neither difficult nor that time consuming for
a large computer. Moreover, because the sequence C, satisfies
a recursion, a very efficient algorithm is known [7], [8]
which solves the equations or which equivalently synthesizes
the shortest LFSR which generates a given sequence.
In order to avoid this pitfall, several modifications of the
LFSR have been proposed. In Fig. 9(a) the feedback function
is replaced by an arbitrary Boolean function of the contents
of the register. The Boolean function may be implemented
by ROM or random logic, and there are an enormous number
of these functions (2"). Unfortunately, very little is known
[4] in the open literature about the properties of such non-
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OUT

(3)

NumFig. 9. Nonlinearfeedbackshiftregisters.(a)NonlinearFDBK.
ber of Boolean functions = 2’!‘. (b) Linear FSR, nonlinear function
of state, i.e., nonlinear output logic (NOL).

linear feedback shift registers. Furthermore, some nonlinear
FSRs mayhave no cycles or length > 1 (e.g., they ma:,
have only a transient that “homes” towards the all-ones stat:
after any initial state). Are there feedback functionsthat
generate only one cycle of length 2‘? The answer is yes, ancl
there are exactly 2*‘-‘ -‘ of them [9]. How do we finli
them? Better yet, how do we find a subset of them with all
the “good” randomness properties? These are, and have been,
goodresearch problems for quite some time, and unfortunately no general theory on this topic currently exists.
A second, more manageable approach is to use an MLLFSI:
with nonlinear output logic (NOL) as shown in Fig.9(b:.
Someclues about designing the NOL while still retainin:
“good” randomness properties areavailable
[ 101-[ 121,
and a measure for judging how well condition 4) is fulfilled
is to ask: What is the degree of the shortest LFSR that woulll
generate the same sequence? A simple example of an LFSR
with NOLhaving three stages is shown in Fig.lO(a). Th:
shortest LFSR which generates the same sequence (of period
7) is shown in Fig. 10(b) and requires six stages.

When using PN sequences in spread-spectrum systems,
several additonal requirements must be met.
1) The “partial correlation” of the sequence Cd over a
window w smaller than the full period should be as small as
possible, i.e., if

n= j

should be 4 L = 2‘ - 1.
2) Different code pairs should have uniformly low cross
correlation, i.e.,

should be 4 1 for all valuesof 7.
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0 1 0

...

(period= 7

)

(b)
Fig. 10. LFSR with NOL and its shortest linear equivalent. (a) Threestage LFSR with NOL. (b) LFSR with f ( x ) = 1 + x + x2 + x3 + x4 +
x5 + x6 which generates the same sequence as that of (a) under the
initial state 1 0 0 0 1 0.

3) Since the code sequences are periodic with period L ,
there are two correlation functions (depending on the relative
polarity of one of the sequences in the transition overan
initial point 7 on the other). If we define the finite-crosscorrelation function [ 131 as

then the so-called even and odd cross-correlation functions are,
respectively,

Rc~cJ"'(.) =fc'c"(7) +fC'C"(L - 7)
and

and we want
max I R C ~ C ~1 ~ e and
( ~ ) max I R C ~ ~ ~ ~I( 0 ) ( ~ )
7

7

to be < 1.
The reason for 1) is to keep the "self noise" of the system
as low. as possible since, in practice, the period is very long
compared to the integration time per symbol and there will be
fluctuation in the sum of any fdtered (weighted) subseque:nce.
This is especially worrisome during acquisition where these
fluctuations cancausefalse
locking. Bounds on p(w) [[I41
and averages over j of p(w; i, 7) are available in the literature.
Properties 2) and 3) are both of direct interest when
using PN sequences for code division multiple access (CDMA)
as will be discussed in Section V below. This is to ensure
minimal cross interference between any pair of users of the
common spectrum. The most commonly used collection of
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sequences which exhibitproperty
2) are the Gold codas
[15]. These are sequences derived from anMLLFSR,b1.t
are not of maximal length. A detailed procedure for their
construction is given in the Appendix.
Virtually all of the known results aboutthe cross-corr:lation properties of useful PN sequences are summarized
in [16].
As a final comment on the generation ofPNsequencc:s
for spread spectrum, it is not at all necessary that feedback
shift registersbe used. Any technique which can gen92le
“good” pseudorandom sequences will do. Other techniques
are described in [4], [16],[17], for example. Indeed, &e
generation ofgood pseudorandom sequences i s fundament,J
to other fields, and in particular, to cryptography [18] . . 4
“good” cryptographic system can be used to generate “good”
PN sequences, and vice versa. A possible problem is that tfe
specific additional “good” properties required for an operational spread-spectrum system may not always match tho:e
required for secure cryptographic communications.

IV. ANTIJAM CONSIDERATIONS
Probably the single most important application of spreatlspectrum techniques is that of resistance to intentional inte..ference or jamming. Both direct-sequence (DS) and frequenqrhopping (FH) systems exhibit this tolerance to jamming,
although one might perform better than theother given a
specific type of jammer.
The two most common types of jamming signals analyzed
are single frequency sine waves (tones) and broad-band noise.
References [19] and [20] provide performance analyses c f
DS systems operating in the presence of both tone and noise
interference, and [21] -[26] provideanalogous results fcr
FH systems.
The simplest case to analyze is that of broad-band noise
jamming. If the jamming signal is modeled as a zero-mean
widesense
stationary Gaussiannoiseprocess
with a fll t
power spectral density over the bandwidth of interest, the?
for a given fixed power PJ available to the jamming signa.,
the power spectral density of the jamming signal must be
reduced as the bandwidth thatthe
jammer occupies js
increased.
For a DS system, if we assume that the jamming signzl
occupies the total RF bandwidth, typically taken to be twics
the chip rate, then the despread jammer will occupy an eve.1
greater bandwidth and will appear to the final integrateamdump detection filter as approximately a white noise proces:,.
If, for example, binary PSK is used as the modulation formal.,
thenthe average probability of error will beapproximate!{
given by

Fquation (36) is just the classical result for the performanc:
of a coherent binary communication system in additive whit:
Gaussian noise. It differs from the conventional result becaus:
an extraterm in thedenominator of the argument of th:

e(.) function has been added to account for the jammer. If
P, ,from (36) is plotted versus Eb/l),, fora givenvalue of
re P, is the averagesignal power, curves such as
own in Fig. 1 1 result.
sionssimilar to (36) areeasilyderived
forother
modulation formats (e.g.,QPSK), and ‘curves showing the
performance for several different formats are presented, for
example, in [19] . The interesting thing to note about Fig. 1 1
is thatfora
given Q ~ J the
,
curve “bottomsout” as Eb/l)O
gets larger and larger. That is, the presence of the jammer will
cause an irreducible error rate for a given PJ and a given f,.
Keeping PJ fixed, the only way to reduce the error rate
is to increase f, (i.e.,increase theamount of spreading in
tho+.system).
.
This was also noted at the end of Section 11.
For FH systems, it is not always advantageous for a noise
jammer to jam the entire RF bandwidth. That is, for a given
P J , the jammer can often increase its effectiveness by jamming
only a fraction of the total bandwidth. This is termedpartialband jamming. If it isassumed that the jammer divides its
power uniformly among K slots, where a slot is the region in
frequency that the FH signal occupies on one of its hops, and
if there is a total of N slots over which the signal can hop, we
have the following possible situations. Assuming thatthe
underlying modulation format is binary FSK(with noncoherent
detection at the receiver), and using the terminology M A R K
and SPACE to represent the two binary data syvbols, on any
given hop, if
1) K = 1 , the jammer might jam the M A R K only, jam the
SPACE only, or jam neither the MARK nor the SPACE;
2) 1 < K < N , the jammer mi&t jam the MARK only,jam
the SPACE only,jam neither the MARK nor the SPACE, or
jam both the MARK and the SPACE;
3) K = N , the jammer will alwaysjam both the M A R K and
the SPACE.
To determine the average probability of error of this
system, each of the possibilities alluded to abovehas to be
accounted for. If it is assumed that the N slots are disjoint
in frequency and that the MARK and SPACE tones are orthogonal (i.e., if a M A R K is transmitted, it produces no output
from the SPACE bandpass filter (BPF) and viceversa), then
the average probability of error of the system can be shown
to be given by [23], [24]
.4,

,

P, =

(N-K)(N--K-

1) 1

- exp (- 1
SNR)
2

N ( N - 1)

2

r

-K )
+ K(N
N(N - 1)

1

EXPl -

- +-

L SNR

1

I+

K(K - 1) 1
N(N- 1) 2

SJR-

whereSNRis
theratio ofsignalpower
to thermal noise
power attheoutput
of the MARK BPF (assuming thata
MARK has been transmitted) and SJR is the ratio of signal
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power to jammer power per slot at the output of the MARK
BPF. By jammer power per slot, we mean the total jammer
power divided bythenumber
of slots being jammed (i.e.,
SJR = ps/(pJ/K)).
The coefficients in front of the exponentials in (37) are
the probabilities of jamming neither the M A R K nor the SPACE,
jamming only the M A R K or only the SPACE, or jamming both
the MARK and the SPACE. For example, the probability
of jamming both' the MARK and the SPACE isgiven
by
K(K - l ) / N ( N - 1). In Fig. 12, the P, predicted by (37) is
plotted versus SNR for K = 1 and K = 100 for a PJ/P, of
10 dB. These two 'curves are labeled "uncoded" on the figure.
Often,a somewhat different model from that used
derivjng'(37) is considered. This latter model is used in [ 2 6 ] ,
and effectively assumes that' either MARK and SPACE are
simultaneously jammed or that neither of the two is jammed.
For t h i s case, a :earameter p , where 0 < p < 1, representing
the fraction of the band being jammed, is defined. The

resulting average probability of error is then maximized with
respect 'to p (i.e., the worst case p is found), and it is shown
in [26] that

ePemax>Ebho
where e is the baseof the natural logarithm. It canbeseen
that partial band jamming affords the jammer a strategy
whereby he candegrade the performance significantly l(i.e.,
Pe can be. forced to beinversely
proportional to E,,/qo
rather than exponential).
For tone jamming, the situation becomes somewhat rnore
complicated than it is for noise jamming, especially for DS
systems. This isbecause the system performance depends
upon the location of the tone (or tones), and upon whether
the period of the spreading sequence' is equal to or greater
than theduration of adata symbol. Oftentimes the effect
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of a despread tone is approximated as having arisen from a11
equivalent amount of Gaussian noise. In this case, the results
presented above would be appropriate. However, the Gaussial
approximation is not always justified, and some conditions
for its usage are given in [20] and [27].
The situation is simpler in FH systems operating in t h l :
presence of partial-band tone jamming, and as shown, for
example, in [24], the performance of a noncoherent FH-FSE:
system in partial-band tone jamming is often virtually thl:
same
as
the performance in partial-band noise jamming.
One important consideration in FH systems with either
noise or tone jamming is the need for error-correction coding.
This can be seen very simply by assuming that the jammer i;
much stronger than the desired signal, and thatit choose3
to put all of its power in a single slot (i.e., the jammer jams
one out of N slots). The K = 1 uncoded curveofFig. l:!
corresponds to this situation. Then with no error-correctiott
coding, the system will make an error (with high probability)

every time it hops to a MARK frequency when the corresponding SPACE frequency is being jammed or vice versa. This will
happen on the average one out of every N hops, so that the
probability of error of the system willbe approximately
l / N , independent of signal-to-noise ratio. Thisis
readily
seen to be the case in Fig. 12. The useof coding prevents
a simple error as caused by aspot jammer from degrading
the system performance. To illustrate this point, an errorcorrecting code (specifically a Golay code [2]) wasused
in conjunction with the system whose uncoded performance
is shown in Fig. 12, and the performance of the coded system
isalso
shown in Fig. 12. The advantage of using errorcorrection coding is obvious from comparing the corresponding curves.
Finally, there are, of course, many other types of common
jamming signals besides broad-band noise or single frequency
tones. These include swept-frequency jammers, pulse-burst
jammers, and repeat jammers. No further discussion of these
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jammers will be presented in this paper, but references such
as [28] -[30] provide a reasonable description of how these
jammers affect system performance.
V. CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS (CDMA)
Asiswell known, the two most common multiple access
techniques are frequency division multiple access(FDMA)
and time division multiple access(TDMA).
In FDMA,all
users transmit simultaneously, but use disjoint frequency bands.
In TDMA, all users occupy the same RF bandwidth, but
transmit sequentially in time. When usersare
allowed to
transmit simultaneously in time and occupy the same RF
bandwidth as well, some other means of separating the signals
at the receiver must beavailable, and CDMA [also termed
spread-spectrum multiple access
(SSMA)]
provides
this
necessary capability.
In DSCDMA [31] -[33], each user is given its own code,
which is approximately orthogonal (Le., has low cross correlation)withthe
codes of the other users.However,because
CDMA systems typically are asynchronous (i.e., the transition
times of the data symbols of the different users do not have
to coincide), the design problem is much more complicated
thanthat of having, say, Nu spreading sequences with uniformly low cross correlations such as the Gold codes discussed in Section I11 and in the Appendix. As willbeseen
below, the key parameters in a DS CDMA system are both the
cross-correlation and the partial-correlation functions, and the
design and optimization of code sets with good partial-correlation properties canbe found in many references such as
W I , P41, and P I .
The system is shown in Fig. 13. The receivedsignalis
given by
NU

~ ~ d- ~ ~( ) tp-~T (J tcos (mot

r(t) =
i= 1

+ + n,(t>

(38)

where
di(t) = message of ith user and equals k 1
p i ( t ) = spreading sequence waveform of ith user
A i = amplitude of ith carrier
Bi = random phase of ith carrier uniformly distributed
in [0,27~]
r j = random time delay of ith user uniformly distributed in [0, TI
T = symbol duration
n,(t) = additive'white Gaussian noise.

Assuming that the receiver is correctly synchronized to the
kth signal, we can set both Tk and 6 k to zero without losing
any generality. The final test statistic out of the integrate-anddump receiver of Fig. 14 is given by

(39)
where double frequency terms have been ignored.
Consider the second term on the R H S of (39). It is a sum
of Nu -1 terms of the form

Notice that, because the ith signal is not, in general, in sync
with the kth signal, di(t - T ~ will
)
change signs somewhwe in
the interval [0, r ] 50 percent of the time. Hence, the a.bove
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integral willbe the sum of two partial correlations of p j ~ : t )
It isclearlyof
interest to consider the relative capacity
and P k ( t ) , rather than one total cross correlation. Therefore, of a CDMA system compared to FDMA or TDMA. In a perfectly linear, perfectly synchronous system, the number of
(39) can be rewritten
orthogonal users for all three systems is the same, since this
number only depends upon the dimensionality of the overall
signal space. In particular, if a given time-bandwidth product
i= 1
if k
G p isdivided upinto, say, Gp disjoint time intervals for
where
TDMA, it canalsobe
“divided” into N binary orthogonal
codes (assume that Gp = 2 for somepositive integer m).
m e differences between the three multiple-accessing
taihniques become apparent whenvariousreal-world
constraints are imposed upon the ideal situation described above.
For example, one attractive feature of CDMAis that it does
not require the network synchronization that TDMA requires
and
(i.e.,if one iswilling to give up something in performance,
CDMA can be (and usually is) operated in an asynchronous
manner). Another advantage ofCDMA isthat itis relatively easy
to add additional users to the system. However, probably the
Notice thatthe coefficients in front of &(Ti)
and $jk(i’j) dominant reason for considering CDMA
is
the need, in
can independently have a plus or minus sign due to the data addition,for some type of external interference rejection
sequence of the ith Signal. Also notice that ~ ~ ~-k (dik(l’i)
7 ~ )capability such as multipath rejection or
resistance
to
is the total cross correlation between the ith and kth spreadi:lg intentional jamming.
sequences. Finally, the continuous correlation functions
For an asynchronous system, evenignoring any near-far
&k(7) k Bik(7) can be expressed in terms of the discrete evlm
problem effects, the number of users the system can accomand odd cross-correlation functions, respectively, that were modate is markedly less than Gp. From [31] and [35], a
defined in Section 111.
rough rule-of-thumb appears to be thata system with proWhile the code design problem in CDMAisvery
crucial cessinggain
G p can support approximately Gp/lO users.
in determining system performance, of potentially greater Indeed, from [31, eq. (17)] , the peaksignalvoltage to rms
importance in DSCDMA is the so-called “near-far problem.” noise voltage ratio, averaged over all phase shifts, time delays,
Since the Nu usersare
typically geographically separated, and data symbols of the multipleusers,isapproximately given
a receiver trying to detectthe kth signal might be mul:h by
closerphysically to, say, the ith transmitter rather than the
- 112
kth transmitter. Therefore, if each user transmits with eqtal
Nu-1
SNR=
power, the signal from the ith transmitter
willarrive at the
receiver in question with a larger power than that of the kth
signal. This particular problem is often so severe that 1)s
where the overbar indicates anensembleaverage. From this
CDMA cannot be used.
equation, it can be seen that, given a value of E&,,, (Nu An alternative to DSCDMA,of
course, is FH CDMA
l)/Gp should be in the vicinity of 0.1 in order not to have a
[36] -[40]. If each user is given a different hopping patteIn,
noticeable effect on system performance.
and if all hopping patterns are orthogonal, the near-far probFinally, other factors such as nonlinear receivers influence
lem willbesolved
(except for possible spectral spillover
the
performance of a multiple access system, and, for example,
from one slot into adjacent slots). However, the hoppillg
the
effect of a hard limiter on a CDMA system is treated in
patterns arenever truly orthogonal. In particular, any tirle
[451more than one signaluses the same frequency ata givm
instant of time, interference will result. Events of this type are
VI. MULTIPATH CHANNELS
sometimes referred to as “hits,” and these hits become more
and more of a problem as the number of users hopping ovel’a
Consider a DS binary PSK communication system operating
fured bandwidth increases. As is the case when FH is employcd over a channel which has more than one path linking the
as an antijam technique, error-correction coding can be usl:d transmitter to the receiver. These different paths might conto significant advantagewhen combined with FHCDM.4.
sist of several discrete paths, each one with a different attenuFH CDMA systems have been considered usingone hop ation and time delayrelative to the others, or it might conper bit, multiple hops per bit (referred to as fast frequen,:y sist of acontinuum of paths. The RAKE system described
hopping or FFH), and multiple bits per hop (referred to as in [I] is an example of a DS system designed to operate efslow frequency hopping or SFH). Oftentimes the charactc:r- fectively in a multipath environment.
istics of the channel over which the multiple users transnit
For simplicity, assume initially there are just two paths,
play a significant role in influencing which type of hoppilg a direct path and a single multipath. If we assume the time
one employs. An example of this is themultipath channl:l, delay the signal incurs in propagating over the direct path is
which is discussedin the next section.
smaller than that incurred in propagating over the single

[3 ~ 4
p21
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multipath, and if it is assumed that the receiveris synchronized to the time delay and RF phase associated with the
direct path, then thesystem is as shown in Fig. 14. The received
signal is given by

r(t) =Ad(t)p(t) COS &lot + d d ( t - 7)p(t - 7)

+ e ) + n,(t)

COS (&lot

(41)

where T is the differential time delay associated with the two
paths and is assumed to be in the interval 0 < T < T , 6 is a
random phase uniformly distributed in [0, 2n], and a is the
relative attenuation of themultipath relative to the direct
path. The output of the integrate-and-dump detection filter
is given by
g(T) = A

+ f * d p ( ~ )+ aAi(7)]

cos e

(4 2)

where p ( ~ and
)
;(T) are partial correlation functions of the
spreading sequence p ( t ) and are given by
l

P(7)

AF

T

P(t)P(t - 7)d t

(43)

P(t)P(t - 7)dt.

(44)

and

b(7)

2

Fl

T

Notice that the sign in front of the second term on the
RHS of (42) canbeplus
or minus with equal probability
because this term arises fromthe pulse preceding the pulse
of interest (Le., if the ith pulse is being detected, this term arises
from the i - 1th pulse), and this latter pulse will beof the same
polarity as thecurrent pulse only 50 percent of the time.
If the signs of these two pulses happen to be the same, and
if T > T, where T, is the chip duration,then p ( 7 ) + { ( T )
equals the autocorrelation function of p ( t ) (assuming that a
full period of p ( t ) is containedin each T second symbol),
and this latter quantity equals -(l/L), where L is the period
of p ( t ) . In other words, the power in the undesired component
of the received signal has been attenuated by a factor of L 2 .
If the sign of the preceding pulse is opposite to that of the
current pulse, the attenuation of the undesired signal will be
less than L 2 , and typically can be much less than. L 2 . This is
analogous, of course, to the partial correlation problem in
CDMA discussed in the previous section.
The case of more than two discrete paths (or a continuum
of paths) results in qualitatively the same effects inthat
signals delayed byamounts outside of+Tc seconds about a
correlation peak in the autocorrelation function of p ( t ) are
attenuated by an amount determined by the processing gain
of the system.
If FH is employed instead of DS spreading, improvement
in system performance is again possible, but through a different mechanism. As was seen in the two previous sections, FH
systems achieve their processing gain through interference
avoidance, not interference attenuation (as in DS systems).
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This same qualitative difference is true again if the interfere:nce
is multipath. As long as the signalis hopping fast enough
relative to the differential time delay between the desired
signal and themultipath signal (or signals), all (or most)
of the multipath energy will fall in slots that are orthogonal
to the slot that the desired signalcurrently occupies.
Finally, the problems treated in this and the previous two
sections are often all present in a given system, and so the use
ofan appropriate spectrum-spreading technique can alleviate
all three problems at once. In [41] and [42], thejoint
problem of multipath and CDMA is treated, and in [43] and
[44], the joint problem of multipath and intentional interference is analyzed. As indicated in Section V, if only multiple
accessing capability is needed, there are systems other than
CDMA that can be used (e.g., TDMA). However, when multipath is also a problem, the choice of CDMAas the multiple
accessing technique isespecially appropriate since the same
signaldesignallows
both many simultaneous users andimproved performance of each user individually relative to the
multipath channel.
In the case of signals transmitted over channels degraded
by both multipath and intentional interference, either factor
by itselfsuggests the consideration of a spectrum-spreading
technique (in particular, of course, theintentionalinterference), and when all three sources of degradation are present
simultaneously, spread spectrum is a virtual necessity.
VII. ACQUISITION
Aswe
haveseen in the previous sections, pseudonoise
modulation employing direct sequence, frequency hopping,
and/or time hopping is used in spread-spectrum system:s to
achieve bandwidth spreading which is large compared to the
bandwidth required by the information signal. These PN modulation techniques are typically characterized by their very low
repetition-rate-to-bandwidth ratio and, as a result, synchronization of a receiver to a specified modulation constitutes
a major problem in the design and operation of sprseadspectrum communications systems [46] -[50].
It is possible, in principle, for spread-spectrum receivers
to use matched filter or correlator structures to synchronize to
the incoming waveform. Consider, for example, a directsequence amplitude modulation synchronization system as
shown in Fig. 15(a). In this figure, the locally generated code
p ( t ) is available with delays spaced one-half of a chip (TJ2)
apart to ensure correlation. If the region of uncertaintyof
the code phaseis N , chips, 2N, correlators are employed.
If no information isavailableregarding the chip uncertainty
and the PN sequence repeats every, say, 2047 chips, then 4094
correlators are employed. Each correlator is seen to exanline
h chips, after which the correlator outputs V,, V I , .-,
V 2 ~ , - - 1are compared and the largest output is chosen.
As h increases, the probability of making an errorin synchronization decreases; however, the acquisition time increases. Thus, h is usually chosen as a compromise between the
probability of a synchronization error and the time to acquire
PN phase.
A second example, in which FH synchronization is employed, is shown in Fig. 15(b). Here the spread-spectrum signal
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hops over, for example, m = 500 distinct frequencies. Assume
that the frequency-hopping sequence is fl ,f2, ...,f, and then
repeats. The correlator then consists of m = 500 mixers,
each followed by a bandpass filter and square law detector.
The delaysare inserted so that when the correct sequence
appears, the voltages V I , V 2 ,
V , will occur atthe same
instant of time atthe adder and will, therefore, with high
probability, exceed the threshold level indicating synchronization of the receiver to the signall
While the above techniquFof using a bank of correlators
or matched filters provides a means for rapid acquisition, a
considerable reduction in complexjty, size, and receiver cost
can be achieved by using a single correlator or a single matched
filter and repeating the procedure for each possible sequence
shift, However, these reductions are paid for by the increased
acquisition time needed when performing a serial rather than a
parallel operation. One obvious question of interest is therefore the determination of the .tradeoff between the number
of parallel correlators (or matched filters) used and the cost
and time to acquire. It is interesting to note that this tradeoff
may become a moot point in several years as a result of the
rapidly advancing VLSI technology.
Nomatterwhat
synchronization technique is employed,
the time to acquire depends on the “length” of the correlator.
For .example, in the system depicted in Fig. 15(a), the integration is performed over h chips where h depends on the
desired. probability of making a synchronization error (i.e.,
of deciding that a given sequence phase is correct when indeed
it is not), the signal-to-thermal noisepower ratio, and the
signal-to-jammer power ratio. In addition, in the presence of
fading, the fading characteristics affect the number of chips
and hence the acquisition time.
The importance that one should attribute to acquisition
time, complexity, and size depends upon the intended application. In tactical military communications systems, where
users are mobile and push-to-talk radios are employed, rapid
acquisition is needed. However, in applications where synchronization occurs once,say, each day,the time to synchronize is not a critical parameter. In either case,once
acquisition has been achieved and the communication has
begun, it is extremely importit not to lose synchronization.
Thus, while the acquisition process involves a search through
the region of time-frequency uncertainty and a determination
that the locally generated code and the incoming code are
sufficiently aligned, the next step, called tracking, is needed
to ensure that the close alignment is maintained. Fig. 16 shows
the basic synchronization.system. In this system, the incoming
signal is first locked into the local PN signal generator using
the acquisition circuit, and then kept in synchronism using the
tracking circuit. Finally, the data are demodulated.
One popular method of acquisition iscalled the sliding
correlator and is shown in Fig. 17. In this system, a single
correlator i s used ratherthan L correlators. Initially, the
output phase k of the local PN generator is set to k = 0 and a
partial correlation is performed by examining h chips. If
the integrator output falls below the threshold and therefore
is deemed too small, k is set to k = 1 and the procedure is
repeated. The determination that acquisition has taken place
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Functional diagram of synchronization subsystem.

is made when the integrator output VI exceeds the threshold
voltage V T ( ~ ) .
It should be clear that in the worst case, we may have to
set k = 0 , 1, 2, -, and UV,-l before finding thecorrect
value of k . If, during each correlation, X chips are examined,
the worst case acquisition time (neglecting false-alarm and
detection probabilities) is

Inthe 2N,-correlator system, Tacq,rnax= TJ, and so we
see that there is a time-complexity tradeoff.
Another technique, proposed by Ward [46] , called rapid
acquisition by sequential estimation, is illustrated in Fig. 18.
When switch S is in position 2, the shift register forms a PN
generator and generates the same sequence as the input signal.
Initially, in order to synchronize the PN generator to the
incoming signal, switch S is thrown to position 1. The first
N chips received attheinput
are loaded into the register.
When the register is fully loaded, switch S is thrown to
position 2. Since the PN sequence generator generates; the
same sequence as the incoming waveform, the sequences
at positions 1 and 2 must be identical. That such is the ‘case is
readily see-n from Fig. 19 which shows how the code p ( t - jTc)
is initially generated. Comparing this code generator to the
local generator shown in Fig. 18; we see that with the switch
in position 1, once the register is filled, the outputs of both
mod 2 adders are identical. Hence, the bit stream at positions
1 and 2 are the same and switch S can be thrown to position
2 . Once switch S is thrown to position 2, correlation is begun
between the incoming code p ( t - jT,) in white noise and the
locally generated PN sequence. This correlation is performed
by first multiplying the two waveforms and then examining
h chips in the integrator.
When no noise is present, the N chips are correctly loaded
intothe shift register, and thereforethe acquisition time is
Tacq = NT,. However,when noise is present, one or :more
chips may be incorrectly loaded into the register. The resulting
waveform at 2 will then not be of the same phase as the sequence generated at 1. If the correlator output after h7, ex-
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ceeds the threshold voltage, we assume that synchronization has
occurred.If, howevel, the output is iess than the threshold
voltage, switch k is thrown to position 1, the registerisreloaded, and the procedure is repeated.
Note that in both Figs. 17 and 18, correlation occurs for
a time AT, before predicting whether or not synchronism
has occurred. If, however, the correlator output is examined
aftera time nT, and a decision made at each n < X as to
whether 1) synchronism has occurred, 2) synchronism has
not occurred, or 3) a decision cannot be made with sufficient
confidence and therefore an additional chip should be examined, thenthe average acquisition time canbe reduced
subst~tially.
One can approximately calculate,the mean acquisition time
of a parallel search acquisition system, such as the system
shown in Fig. 15, by noting that after integrating over X chips,
a correct decision wiil be made with probability PD where PD
is called the probability of detection. If, however, an incorrect
output is chosen, we will, after examining an additional
h chips, again make a determination of the correct output.
Thus, on the average, the acquisition time is

We first calculate the average time needed to slide by the A
chips. To see how this time can change, refer to Fig. ;!O(b)
which indicates the time required if we are not synchronized.
X chips are integrated, and if the integrator output VI <: V ,
(the threshold voltage), a 4 chip delayis generated, and we
then process an additional i\ chips, etc. We note that in order
to slide A chips in
chip intervals, this process must occur
2A times. Since each repetition takes a time (X i;)T,., the
total elapsed time is 2A@ + i ) T c .
Fig. 20(b) assumes that at theend of each examination
interval, VI < V,. However, if a false alarm occurs and VI >
V,, no slide of Tc/2 will occur until after an additional h chips
are searched. This is shown in Fig. 20(c). In this case, the total
elapsed time is 2A(h + i ) T , + AT,. Fig. 20jd) shows the: case
where
false
alarms
occurred twice. Clearly, neither the
separation between these false alarms nor where they occur
is relevant. The total elapsed time is now 2A(h +
+
2hT,.
In general, the average elapsed time to reach thecorrect
synchronization phase is

3

4)7‘,

-

Tats = ~ T , P D + ~ ~ T , P D ( ~ - P D ) + ~ ~ T ~+’*.
,(~-~D)~
XTC
--

-

(46)

PD
where it is assumed that we continue searching every X chips
even after a threshold has been exceeded. This is not, in
general, the wayan actual system would operate,but does
allow a simple approximation to thetrue acquisition time.
Calculation of the mean acquisition time whenusing
the “sliding correlator” shown in Fig. 17 can be accomplished
in a similar manner (again making the approximation that we
never stop searching) by notingthat we are initially offset
by a random number of chips A as shown in Fig. 20(a).
After the correlator of Fig. 17 finally “slides” by these A
chips, acquisition can be achieved with probability P o . (Note
that this PD differs fromthe PD of (46), since thelatter
PD accounts for false synchronizations due to a correlator
matched to an incorrect phase having a larger output voltage
than does the correlator matched to thecorrect phase.) If,
due to an incorrect decision, synchronization is not achieved
at that time, L additional chips must then be examined before
acquistion can
be
achieved
(again
with probability PD).

= 2A(h

n= 1

cP~
+ i ) T , + (ih-TpF)’
’

(47)

where PF is the false darm probability. Equation (47) is for
a givenvalue of A. Since A is a random variable which is
equally likely to take on any integer value from 0 to L-1,
F s /must
~ be averaged over all A. Therefore,

Equation (48) is the average time needed to slide through
A chips. If, after sliding through A chips, we do not ‘detect
the correct phase, we must now slide through an additional
L chips. The mean time to do this is given by (47), with A
replaced by L . We shall call this time TsIL:
(49)
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Delay-locked loop f o ~
tracking direct-sequence PN signals.

now be written a:; lated by the product of the data d(t) and the PN sequence
p ( t ) . The tracking loop contains a local PN generator which
is offset in phase from the incoming sequence p ( t ) by a time T
which isless than one-half the chip time. To provide "fine"
synchronization, the local PN generator generates two sequences, delayed from each other byone
chip. The two
bandpassfiltersaredesigned
to have a two-sided bandwidth
B equal to twice the data bit rate, i.e.,

In this way the data are passed, but the product of the two
PN sequences p ( t ) and p ( t T T c / 2 + T) is averaged. The
envelope detector eliminates thedata
since Id(t) I = 1 .
As a result, the output of each envelope detector is approximately given by
VIII. TRACKING
Once acquisition, or coarse synchronization, has beer
accomplished, tracking, or fine synchronization, takes place.
Specifically, this must include chip synchronization and, fo1
coherent systems, carrier phase locking. In many practical
systems, no data are transmitted for a specified time, suffi.
ciently long to ensure that acquisition has occurred. During
tracking, data are transmitted and detected. Typical references
for tracking loops are [51] -[54].
The basic tracking loopfor
a direct-sequence spreadspectrum system using PSK data transmission is shown in Fig.
21. The incoming carrier at frequency fo is amplitude modu-

where R p ( x ) is the autocorrelation function of the PN waveform as shown in Fig. 7(a). [See Section I11 for a discussion of
the characteristics of Rp(x).]
The output of the adder Y(t) is shown in Fig. 22. We see
from this figure that, when T is positive, a positive voltage,
proportional to Y , instructs the VCO to increase its frequency,
thereby forcing T to decrease, whilewhen T is negative, a
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/
/

Fig. 22. Variation of

negativevoltage instructsthe VCO to reduce its frequency,
thereby forcing 7 to increase toward 0.
When the tracking error r is made equal to zero, an output
of the local PN generator p(r + 7) = p(r) is correlated with the
input signal p(r) . d(t) cos (a,,
r + e) to form
p2(r)d(r)

COS (oat

+ e) = d(r) COS (oat + e).

This despread PSK signal is inputted to the data demodulator
where the data are detected.
An alternate technique for synchronization of a DS system

Y with

7.

filter isdesigned to pass thedata and control signals, but
cuts offwellbelow
the chip rate. The data are eliminated
by the envelope detector, and (54) then yields
E&) =g(t)lRp(r+ Tc/2)l +g(t)lRp(7-Tc/2)1.

(55)

The input Y(r)to the loop filter is
Y(r) = Ed(r)g‘(r)
=g(f)IRp(7-Tc/2)I-~(~)IRp(.-~c/2)I

(56 )

is to use a tau-dither (TD) loop. This tracking loop is a delay- where the “-” sign was introduced by the inversion causetl by
locked loop with only a single “arm,” as shown in Fig. 23(a). g’(9.
The narrow-band loop filter now “averages” Y(r). Since
The control (or gating) waveforms g(r), &r), and g‘(r) are
shown in Fig. 23(b), and are used to generate both “arms” of each term is zero half of the time, the voltage into the VCO
the DLL even though only one arm is present. The TD loop is clock is, as before,
often used in lieu of the DLL because of its simplicity.
Vc(0 = lRp(r- Tc/2) I - IRp(r+ Tc/2)I.
(5 7)
The operation of the loop is explained by observing that
the control waveforms generate the signal
A typical tracking system for an FSK/FH spread-spectrum
system
is shown in Fig. 24. Waveforms are shown in Fig,. 25.
V,(t) = g(r)p(r + 7 - Tc/2)+ jgr)p(r + 7 + Tc/2).
(53)
Once again, we have assumed that, although acquisition has
Note that either one or the other, but not both,of these wave- occurred, there is still an error of 7 seconds between transiforms occursat each instant of time. The voltage V,(r) then tions of the incoming signal’s frequencies and the lo’cally
generated frequencies. The bandpass filter BPF is made :suffimultiplies the incoming signal
ciently wide to pass the product signal V,(r) when V,(t) and
V2(r) are atthe same frequency fi, but sufficiently na.rrow
d(r)p(r) COS (oat + e).
to reject Vp(r) when Vl(r) and V2(r) are atdifferent frequencies fi and fi+ 1 . Thus, the output of the envelope d.etecThe output of the bandpass filter is therefore
tor V,(r), shown inFig. 24, is unity when V,(r) and .V2(r)
are at the same frequency and is zero when V , ( t ) and .V2(r)
Ef(f>= d(t)g(t)Ip(t)p(t + 7 + Tc/2) I
are at different frequencies. From Fig. 25, we see that V,(t) =
+ d(t)g(r) Ip(t)pO + 7 - Tc/2) I
(54) V,(t) Vc(t) and is a three-level signal. This three-levelsignal
is filtered to form a dc voltage which, in this case, presents
where, as before,the average occurs because the bandpass a negative voltage to the VCO.
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It is readily seen that when V 2 ( t )has frequency transitions
which precede those of the incoming waveform V l ( t ) , the
voltage into the VCO willbe negative, thereby delaying the
transition, whileif the local waveform frequency transitions
occur afterthe incoming signal frequency transitions, the
voltage into the VCO will be positive, thereby speeding up the
transition.
The role of the tracking circuit is to keep the offset time
T small. However, even a relatively small T can have a major
impactonthe
probability of error of the received data.
Referring to the DS system of Fig. 21, we see that if T is not
zero, theinput to thedata demodulator is p(t)p(t + ~ ) d ( t )
cos ( w o t + e ) rather than p2(t)d(t) cos ( m o t + 0 ) = d(t)
cos ( w o t + e). The datademodulator removes the carrier
and then averages the remaining signal, which in this caseis

p(t)p(t + ~ ) d ( t ) .The result is p(t)p(t + T)d(t). Thus, the
amplitude of the data has been reduced by p(t)p(t
=
Rp(7) < 1. For example, if T = TJ10, that -data amplitude
is reduced to 90 percent of its value, and the power is reduced
to 0.81. Thus, the probability of error in correctly detecting
the data is reduced from

+3

.=€?(e)

to

and at an Eb/qO of 9.6 dB, Pe is increased from

lo-' t3 Next consider the periodic sequence generated by the LFSR
recursion. Multiplying each side by x n &nd summing gives
m

IX. CONCLUSIONS
This tutorial paper lookedat
some of the theoretical
issues involved in the design of a spread-spectrum communication system. The topics discussed included the characte1istics of PN sequences, the resulting processing gain when usin::
either direct-sequence or frequency-hopping antijam consideIations, multiple access when using spread spectrum, multipath
effects, and acquisition and tracking systems.
No attempt was made to present other than fundamental
concepts; indeed, to adequately cover the spread-spectrunl
system completely is the task for an entire text [55], [ 5 6 ] .
Furthermore, to keep this paper reasonably concise, t h t !
authors chose to ignore both practical system consideration:;
such as those encountered when operating at, say, HF, VHF,
or UHF, 2nd technology considerations, such as the role o:..
surface acoustic wave devices and charge-coupled
device::
in the design of spread-spectrum systems.
Spread spectrum has for far too long been considered :.
technique with very limited applicability. Such is not thc
case. In addition to military applications, spread spectrun
is being considered for commercial applications such as mobilc
telephone and microwave communications in congested areas
The authorshopethat
this tutorial will result in mora
engineers and educators becoming aware of the potential of
spread spectrum, the dissemination of this information in the
classroom, and the use of spread spectrum (where appropriate)
in the design of communication systems.

r

m

The left-hand sideis the generating function C(x) of the
sequbfice.The first term on the6ght is a polynomial of
deg;ee < r , call it g(x), which depends only on the initial
state of the register C-,, C-, , C - 3 , :-, C-,.. Thus, the
basic equation of the register sequence maybe written as
C(x) = go;
f (x)

deg g(x)

<r

where f(x) 2 1 is the characteristic polynomial2
(or connection polynomial) of the register. Siflce c(x) is the
generating polynomial of a sequence of period L = 2' - 1, it
can be shown from (A3) and (A4) that f(x) must divide 1 -.xL. This is illustrated in the following example.
Example
The three-stage binary maximal length register with f(x) =

+ x + x3 has period 7. If the initial contents of the register
are Cu3 = 1, C-, = 0, C-l = 0, then,g(x) = a 3 = 1 and
a x ) = 1/(1 + x + x3). Long division (modulo 2) yields
C(X) = 1 + x +x2 +x4 +x7 + x 9 + *-.
1

APPENDIX
ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF LINEAR FEEDBACK
SHIFT REGISTER SEQUENCES
In order to fully appreciate thestudy of shift register
sequences, it is desirable to introduce the polynomial representation (or generating function) of a sequence

which is the generating function of the periodic sequence
1110100~11101*-,

and which isprecisely the sequence generated by the corresponding recursion

C, = Cn-

+ Cn-

(mod 2).

Observe that
If thesequence is periodic with period L , i.e.,

so that f i x ) divides 1 + x7. Also, we may write
C(X) =

L- 1

C(x)(l - - x L ) =

C,xiQR(x)

(A21

1

i+x+x2+x4- 1+x+x2+x4

1+x1
++
xx
3+x2+x4

1+x7

i= 0

which is in the form of (A3).
with R ( x ) the (finite) polynomial representation of one
period.
Thus, for any periodic sequence of period L ,
R (x)
C(x) = -.
1- x L '

deg R(x) <L .

2 For binary sequences, all sums are modulo two and minus
is the
same as plus. The polynomials defining them have 0, 1 coefficients and
are said to be polynomials over a finite field with two elements. A field
is a set of elements, and two operations, say, + and *, which obey the
usual rules of arithmetic.A finite field with q elements is called a Galois
field and is designated as GF(q).
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initial
contents

bo

b1

Fig. 26.

Binary modular
shift
register generator
with
polynomial
fn/r(x)= 1 + a l x +a2$ + - . + a r - l x r - l + x r .

It is easy to see (by multiplying and equating coefficients of
like powers) that if

-1 - f(x)

roots are elements ofsomelarger (extension) field. Suppose
that 01 is such an element and that fla) = 0 = 0
1
'+ t r y - 1
cyr-' +
a, 01 1 or

+

+

1

+ a2x2 + *'. + arxr
+ ClX + c2x2 + ... = C(X)

1 + a,x

= c,

then

x

a'=ar-lar-l

+ - a *

+ a l a + 1.

(A5)

We see that all powersof a canbe expressed in terms of a
linear combination of a'-' ,
-, a, 1 since any powers
larger than r - 1 maybe reduced using(A5).Specifically,
suppose we have some power of a that we represent as

r

cn =

/ 3 b b o ++b*l *a .++bb2ra- 2l a ' - l .

akcn- k ,

(A61

k= 1

so that (except for initial conditions) flx) completely describes
the maximal length sequence. Now what properties must f ( x )
possess to ensure that the sequence is maximal length? Aside
from thefact that f(x) must divide 1 + xL, it isnecessary
(but not sufficient) that f ( x ) be irreducible, i.e., f(x) # f,(x)
- f 2 ( x ) .Suppose that flx) = f l (x) f2 (x) with fl (x) of degree
r1 ,f2(x) of degree r 2 , and r1 + r2 = r . Then we can write, by
partial fractions,
1-=

4x1

f(x>

fl (x)

+-.P(x)
f2@>

deg a(x) <r I

'

deg P(x) <r2

Then if we multiply this p by a ~d use (A5), we obtain
Pa = b r -

1

+ (bo + b r -

1al)a + (61

+ (br- 2 + br- lar- ])a'-'

+ br- 1a2)a2+ ...
(A7)

The observations abovemaybe
expressed in another, :more
physical way with the introduction ofan LFSR in modular
form [called a modular shift register generator (MSRG)]
shown in Fig. 26. The feedback, modulo 2 , is between the
delay elements. The binary contents of the register at any time
are shown as b o , b , .-, b r u 1 . This vector canbe iden-tified
with /3 as

The maximum period of the expansion of the first term is
~=bo+b~~+~-+br~~a'-'+-+[bo,bl,-~br~l]
2"-1
and that of the second term is 2r2-1. Hence, the
period of l/f(x) < least common multiple of (2"--1, 2"-1)
the contents of the first stagebeing identified with the co< 2'-3. This is a contradiction, since if f(x) weremaximal efficient of (YO, those of the second stage with the coefficient
length, the period of l/flx) would be 2'-1. Thus, a necessary of a', etc. After one clock pulse, it is seen that the re,@ster
condition thatthe LFSR is maximal length is that f ( x ) is contents correspond to
irreducible.
A sufficient condition is that f(x) is primitive. A primitive
= br- 1 + (bo + br- 1). + *..
poiynomial of degree r over GF(2) is simply one for which the
period of the coefficients of l/f(x) is2'-1.However,
addi+ (br- 2 + br- la,- 1)CY'tional insight canbe had by examining theroots of f ( x ) .
[br- 1,
br-2 + br- la,- 11.
Since f(x) is irreducible over GF(2), we must imagine that the

-

''-3
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Thus, the MSRGis an a-multiplier. Nowif ao a, a 2 , a3 ..
aL-l
, L = 2'- 1 are all distinct, we call a a primitive elemer t
of GF(2'). The register in Fig. 26 cycles through all statcs
(starting in any nonzero state), and hence generates a maxim:d
1
lengthsequence. Thus,another wayofdescribing
that
the
polynomial ~ M ( x )is primitive (or maximal length) is that : t
2
has a primitive element in GF(2') as a root.
There
is
an
intimate relationship between the MSR(;
shown in Fig. 26 and the SSRG shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 25
it iseasilyseen
that the output sequence C, satisfies the
recursion

TABLE I
THE NUMBER O F MAXIMAL LENGTH LINEAR SRG SEQUENCES
OF DEGREE r = X(r) = @(2r - l ) / r
"

r

,

,'.P

1
3

3

7

4

15

2

31

6

5

.'

I.

9

Multiplying both sides by x n and summing yields

n=--m

k=O

r- 1

n=O

-1

r- 1
k=O

n=O

_h(r)

2'- 1

1
2

1

63

6

127

18

255

16

51 1

48

10

1,023

60

11

2,047

176

12

4,095

144

13

8,191

630

14

16,383

756

15

32,767

1,800

16

65,535

2,048

17

131,071

7,710

18

262,143

8,064

19

524,287

27,594

20

1,048,575

24,000

21

2,097,151

87,672

22

4,194,303

120,032

or
"_ 1
C(X) =g&J(x)
+x'

c

akx-kC(X).

(A101

k=O

gM(x) is the first term on the right-hand side of (A9) and ir
a polynomialofdegree
< r whichdepends on the initial
state. Then we have

do not list all the primitive polynomials, algorithms exist [ 7 ]
whichallowone
to generateall primitive polynomials of a
givendegree if oneof them is known. Thenumber h(r) of
primitive polynomials of degree r is [ 4 ]
h(r) =

N 2 r - 1)
r

where $(m) is thenumber of integers less than m which
(A1 11 are relatively prime to m (Euler totient function). The growth
of this numberwith r is shown in TableI.
Thealgebraof
LFSRs is useful inconstructingcodes
where
withuniformly low cross correlation known asGoldcodes.
Theunderlying
principle of these codesisbasedon
the
following theorem [ 151 .
If fl ( x ) is the mininial polynomial of the primitive element
(recall that in GF(2), minus is the same as plus) is the char. a E GF(2') and ft(X) is the minimal polynomial of a', where
acteristic (or connection) polynomial of the MSRG. Since tht both fl ( x ) and f t ( X ) are of degreer and
sequence C, [of coefficients of C(x)] when f M ( x )is primitive
depends onZy on f M ( x ) (discountingphase), the relationshill
r+l
between the SSRG and the MSRG which generates the samt
2 2 +1,
r odd
t=
sequence is
Y+
2
2 2 +1,
r even,
(A1 211
is called the reciprocal polynomialof f ( x ) and is ob.
tained from f ( x ) byreversing the orderof the coefficients
Thereareseveralgood
tables of irreducible and primitive
polynomialsavailable [ 2 ] , [ 5 ] , [ 6 ] , and although the tables

&-(x)

thentheproduct
f ( x ) 4 f l ( x ) f r ( x ) determinesanLFSR
whichgenerates 2' + 1 different sequences(corresponding
to the 2' + 1 states in distinct cycles) of period 2' - 1, and
such that for any pair C' and C",
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(b)
Fig. 27. Two implementations of LFSR which generate Gold codes of
length 2 5 - 1 = 3 i with maximum cross correlation t = 9. (a) LFSR
with f(x) = 1 + x + x3 + x9 + x10. (b) LFSR which generates se2 x5).(1+~2+~4+~5)=
qiences corresponding to f(x) =: ( 1 + ~ +
1 + x + $ +x9 +x10.

25 + 1 = 33 relativephases which result in33different
Futhermore, RCIC"(T)
is only a three-valued functionfor
sequences satisfying the cross-correlation bound given by
by iriteger T.
A minimal polynomial of a is simply the smallest degree
monic3 polynomial for which a is a root. With the help of a
GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS
table of primitive polynomials, we cai~identify mhimal poly{ 0: 1) feedback taps for LFSR.
nomials of powers of a and easily construct Gold codes: For
One-sided bandwidth (Hz) for data signal(s).
exarinple, if r = 5 and. t = 23 + 1 = 9 , using [2] we find that
One-sided bandwidth (Hz) of baseband
fl(x) = 1 -k x2
x5' and f9(x) = 1 '
x + x4 + x 5 . Then
spread-spectrum signal.
f(x) = 1
x
x 3 + x9 + x1'. The two ways to represent
Generating function of C,; C(x) =
this LFSR (in MSRG\ form) are shown Fig. 27. Fig.27(a)
cnxn.
shows one long nonmaximal length register of degree 10 which
( 0 , l ) LFSR sequence.
generates sequences of period 25 .- 1 = 31. Since there are
{ 1 , -1) LFSR sequence.
2 l 0 - 1 possible nonzero initial states, the number of initial
Dimensionality of underlying signal space.
states that result in distinct cyClesi~(2~- l)/(z5 - 1) = 2'
Data sequence.waveform.
1 = 33. Each of these initial states specifies a different Gold
Initial offset, in chips, of incoming signal and
code of length 31. Fig. 27(b) shows how the same result can
locally generated code.
be obtiiined by adding the outputs of the two MLFSR's of
Direct sequence.
degree 5 together modulo two. This follows simply from the
Energy/iilformation bit.
observation that the sequence(s) generated by f i x ) are just the
Jammer
energy over the correlation interval.
coefkcients in the expansion of l/f(x) = l/f1(x).f9(x). By
Ener@/symbol.
using partial fractions, one cansee that the resulting coeffiCharacteristic (connection) polynomial of an
cients are the (modulo two) sum of the coefficients of like
LFSR, f i x ) = 1 + al X + + ~ i - 1X
powers in the expansion of l/fl(x) and l/f9(x). Naturally, the
X'.
sequence resulting will depend on the relative phases of the
Chip rate; T, = l/f,.
two degree-5 registers. As before, there are (2l - 1)/(25 - 1) =
Frequency hopping.
Processing gain.
3 A monicpolynomial
is onewhosecoefficient
of itshighest
power is unity.
Jammer signal waveform.
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